The Rainmaker
CEO Grow Community™
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Rainmaker’s CEO Grow Community™ began as an idea sparked
through conversations with managing partners around the country
who told us there is a need for a more engaging and impactful
platform for learning, networking, and collaboration that is
designed specifically for their unique needs as firm leaders. The
Community is ideally suited for leaders who want to continue to
learn and hone their skills while also leveraging a community of
their peers.
This community is unlike any other group in the profession. This
group holds each other accountable and has results for each of
you that impact the growth of your firm. Membership in the CEO
Grow Community is by invitation or referral. It is not just a great
place to network, it is a chance to work alongside other renowned
professionals to up your game and challenge you to the next level
with strategies and tools that produce real-time results with an
impact and sustainability for your firm.

Leadership Growth Drivers
Through the CEO Grow Community™, Rainmaker provides managing
partners with a dynamic platform that meets or exceeds their needs for
learning, community, action, and accountability.
Innovative practice
management tools
and techniques
Facilitation and
insights from
recognized
industry leaders
Live and online
presentations

LEARNING
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Exclusive network of
peer CEOs
Collaborative deepdive sessions and
challenges

Strategic planning
Implementation
advice
Commitment to
action steps

Global access to
additional
resources

COMMUNITY

ACTION

KE Y BENEFIT S
Focus intensely on major
issues and strategy
Stay informed and make
better decisions
Collaborate with peers in
an exclusive environment
Gain insights from
subject-matter experts
and industry leaders
Group and
on-demand coaching
Peer-to-peer
feedback
Commitment
reviews

ACCOUNTABILITY
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COMMUNITY
DETAILS
Setting

Our Commitment

The Rainmaker CEO Grow Community™ is results-focused, designed
to engage executives in exploring opportunities for growth and
overcoming barriers. We offer you an engaging and impactful
platform to achieve idea exchange in an environment that is
collaborative to meet your needs as a firm leader in your unique role.
The Rainmaker CEO Grow community is results-focused, designed to
engage executives like yourself in exploring opportunities for growth
and overcoming barriers to achieve your goals.

We are committed to providing you
with an exceptional experience yearround. Our team is committed to
ensuring that your membership
experience is enjoyable and rewarding
for you both personally and
professionally. Community members
will spend quality time with their
peers through meetings, coaching
calls, and workshops in which key
practice management best practices
and key issues will be explored in
depth. Workshops will be highly
collaborative with a spirit of member
accountability around the
development and implementation of
strategic initiatives.

Activities and Deliverables
Two (2) in person meetings per year
Two (2) virtual workshop calls per year
Two (2) coaching calls per year
Virtual roundtable check ins
Access to Rainmaker Consultants, Faculty and Guest Speakers
Preferred Rainmaker Niche Community Membership pricing
and CPE event pricing.

Learn More & Apply

If you are interested in next steps and would like more
information about The Rainmaker CEO Grow Community™,
contact Angie Grissom, angie@therainmakercompanies.com or
Robin Brothers, robin@therainmakercompanies.com.
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